
 

 

 

 
Abstract

The title of the work leaves implicit the idea of a subtle separation among an ethics been founded in a morals of the modernity

(whose objective is to build a speech of the good from the place of a reason (of the modernity) equitable presupposed

universalizadora) and the emergency of an ethical diversity that he/she cohabits with the wrong as a result of the contemporary

social experience. All first floor the impact of the social context of the knowledge of the techno-science. The idea that you will read

try to reflect the landslide of paradigms (following Kuhn, expert as examples and non models) shown in the last decade like

consequence of the cultural diversity that it invaded us with the imposition of the global of the economy. Everything became

relative, diverse and plural. In consequence, a morals strong Judea-Christian and base of all the ethical ones modern it became

soft, weak and without capacity regulator. This is much more serious in their complex and limited effects when explaining certain

behaviors human legitimate of the coercition, the exploitation and the domain. The impasses between the ethical ones and the

politics or, between the ethical ones and the aesthetics (in postmodern times) it is not transitory neither it obeys the charismatic

leaders specific profiles in the script of the game of todays political scenario. Something serious and complicated it arose in the

world of the postwar period like to continue enunciating from the kindness of the reason of the good with contained

universalizadores. These notes try to affirm that the frontiers between the power and the wrong dont explain to them any ethical

pietistic neither neither the revolutionary voluntarisms of some actors. The macro-truths enunciated by the feature (they live off the

faith) today revolutionaries are caught by the dominant contents of a changing commercial ethics in function of the business and

the utilities. Excellent allied of that ethics it is the publicity seductora for the consumption of any thing reproduce of the capital. On

the contrary, a new ethical idée from the place of the principle of responsibility and near to a bioethics inside the educational

investigation seemed pertinent to the intellectual world in crisis.
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